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Agenda 21 is the action plan to implement the UN Sustainable Development for total control
and depopulation. The Wildlands Project is the blueprint to scrape humans off of 50% of
America's landscape through "rewilding". Beneficial dams are being destroyed in the name of
rewilding or restoration, using phony environmentalism to achieve these UN goals:

life

- Human geography: herding humans into areas of water availability, as it is essential for

- Depopulation: when water is cut off from farmers, this affects the food supply
- Water rights: massive water rights re-allocation hangs in the balance (the Colorado River
may be up for grabs)
- Hydro power dam destruction: collapse of energy infrastructure to return to a primitive
existence
- Private property: land use & value are drastically changed when property is turned into a
swamp or desert
- Federal control: centralized control over resources follows UN policy
- Smart Grid: overwhelming and centralized control that is inefficient and open to sabotage

For details on the direct links between Agenda 21 and dam demolition, watch Dr. Michael
Coffman's excellent video here .
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The examples in this article are models for dam destruction across the US. Here are the states
that have adopted dam demolition policies, based on federal policies adopted in 1994:

Dam Culprits

The Department of Defense Army Corps of Engineers have failed spectacularly in flood
management.
It turns out that that the Army Corps of Engineers is responsible for the recent flooding in the
Midwest because they are following environmental policies instead of a flood control plan. The
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Army Corps allowed the dams to remain full to simulate a natural river, instead of evacuating
water from the reservoirs to prevent floods. So, when the extra runoff from Montana's large
snowpack and heavy rains flooded the Missouri River and then hit the Mississippi River, all hell
broke loose and flooded major areas in 9 states. The details are covered in Joe Herring's
article here:
http://www.americanthinker.com/2011/06/the_purposeful_flooding_of_americas_heartland.html
Another example of the Army Corps of Engineers' massive failure is the Katrina tragedy
because they failed to maintain the navigation channel that led to the flooding.

While taxpayer funded programs struggle to cover the losses caused by these dam idiots, the
Army Corps of Engineers holds almost $58 BILLION in assets . A class action suit against the
Army Corps, with the officials at the top held personally liable, would be a good place to start
reform.
Dam Outrage

Endangered species, also hyped as 'biodiversity' is the top reason for blowing up the dams,
which is based on junk science and hypocrisy . Can you guess how many species have been
saved by the Endangered species Act of 1973? If you guessed ZERO, you are correct! Phony
environmentalism and conservation are really just land, water and power grabs.
An example of the endangered species scam to save the salmon is really a cover for a more
grand agenda that is playing out in the Klamath River on the Oregon and California border.
Hydro power is Oregon's main power source, providing about 90% of Oregon's electricity. The
Klamath River dams light up 70,000 homes. Hydropower is the cleanest energy, so why
should 4 hydro-electric dams be busted down? This is a lose-lose proposal because:
• Farmers will be wiped out (another attack on food production)
• Natural gas power plants will have to be built along with expanded fracking
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• Natural gas electricity generation will be more polluting
• The cost of trashing the dams is $1 billion
• Electricity consumers will pay for at least $200 million of the cost
• The nuclear industry is expanding in Oregon with mini modular reactors
But the REALLY BIG NEWS here is that the demolition of the Klamath dams, scheduled for
2020, appears to be for the purpose of diverting the water from the Klamath River down to
California so other arid Western States can re-allocate water from the Colorado River. You can
read the details in Wayne Lusvardi's insightful article here:
http://www.calwatchdog.com/2010/03/04/dam-plan-shrouded-in-mystery/

California's pork-filled $11 billion water bond was supposed to fund $250 million for the Klamath
dam demolition, but that bond has been put on ice until a vote scheduled for 2012.
It is important to note that California's water "shortages" in the Delta could be easily solved by
preventing partially treated sewage from entering the Delta (which is the actual reason for fish
mortality there), building more reservoirs to increase water reserves or cutting the federal
government's portion as they hog 48% of deliverable water for "environmental" purposes.
But wait, there is even more to this story:

Warren Buffett owns PacifiCorp (a subsidiary of Mid American Energy), the corporation that
owns the dams on the Klamath. He supports the demolition of the dams; the official excuse is
that he doesn't want to pay $300 million to install fish ladders. Utilities are a necessity, so he
could easily recoup his investment, and it's far less money for the taxpayer to absorb than
blowing up the dams.
But he may have another motive: he supports nuclear energy. He invested $50 million to cons
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olidate
nuclear uranium enrichment under the authority of the UN (which intends to control nuclear
power plants and nuclear weapons), he is bullish on uranium investing and he is trying to push
legislation for a nuclear power plant in Iowa with a generous helping of taxpayer funded
corporate welfare. Perhaps the Iowa legislation is a model for expansion of nuclear plants in
other states, with the taxpayer assuming all the
risk
.

Small module nuclear reactors are planned for Oregon, with waste stored on-site. As many as
100 small module reactors are expected to come online worldwide by 2030. The small reactor
s
are a
new, untested design.

Oregon successfully banned new nuclear power plants in 1980 that had no federally approved
waste facilities. Oregon must rise up again, and stop the deal to demolish the dams and
support farmers, if they want to keep their water and clean hydro power. This will take a near
Herculean effort because Oregon is steeped in Agenda 21 and phony environmentalism. Good
luck Oregon, Governor Kitzhaber is a dam fool who fully embraces obliterating the Klamath
dams and the UN global warming fairy tale .
Dam Hypocrites

Bill Clinton issued an Executive Order for the American Heritage Rivers Initiative that replaces
our republic form of government with appointed bureaucrats and radical environmentalists. It is
a massive power, land and water grab. Because the Initiative did face opposition and was not
fully implemented, so the globalists' have a backup plan.
American Rivers is a so-called non-profit organization that is doing the leg work to fulfill the
American Heritage Rivers Initiative. While American Rivers supports the global warming lie,
they advocate hydro power dam busting, which makes no sense if they were sincere in their
motives. American Rivers wants to reduce your water usage and regulate it. American Rivers
has received funding from the Rockefellers and were handed almost $3.8 million in 2009 of
taxpayer funded government welfare to work against public interest.
On their ' accomplishments ' page, American Rivers brags that they:
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-

negotiated the world's largest dam destruction deal (Klamath River)
secured $1.2 billion in government welfare
lead the way for destroying 147 dams, with plans for busting 100 more
lead the battle for control over small streams ans wetlands via the Clean Water Act

Rebecca Wodder was the president of American Rivers until she tried to slither through the
revolving door when she was nominated as the Assistant Secretary for Fish, Wildlife and Parks
under the Department of the Interior. She was a leader in establishing Clinton's American
Heritage Rivers Initiative. She appears to be hostile toward dams, but likes fracked natural gas,
in a recent turnaround (she opposed fracking before her nomination).

American Rivers was a plaintiff in a lawsuit against farmers in the Klamath River over the
genetic purity of wild salmon versus hatchery salmon. The biggest threat to salmon genetic
purity is genetically engineered Frankenfish salmon created in a lab, yet American Rivers is
strangely silent on the issue. It appears that they don't give a whit about genetic purity, but care
only for using the Endangered Species Act as a weapon.
American Rivers works directly with the US Army Corps of Engineers; American Rivers dam
destruction links are on the Corps website .
An American Rivers report on dam removal funding says that federal, state and local
government welfare are the primary funding sources, along with corporate and private support.
The report goes on to say that "non-profits" build community support for the destruction.
American Sport Fishing Association is one of the "non-profits" that is mentioned.
Dam Idiots
American Sport Fishing Association generated public support for dam demolition in the
Klamath, along with other "non" profits" listed in Dan Bacher's article " It's TIme to Take the
Klamath Dams Down!
"
using the excuse of toxic algae. It appears that these stakeholders can't understand that it is
more effective to remedy pollution at its source. Algae is caused by agricultural runoff from
fertilizers (mostly synthetic). If farmers went back to traditional crop rotation, then legumes
could replace nitrogen in the soil resulting in a decrease of fertilizer use.
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These goups fail to publicize that their algae solution to increase protected wetlands just won't
work unless 40% of the farms in the Upper Klamath Basin are converted to wetlands. They also
fail to inform the public that the outlook for salmon recovery is negative.
Department of Interior chief Ken Salazar will have until March 2012 to make the final decison
in the dams (and he has track record that favors UN Agenda 21).
All FERC'd Up

Prior to 1994, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) had no dam removal
policies! This is because they are beneficial and provide electricity, dams reduce flood hazard,
dams improve navigation and they keep water for irrigation and urban use, so there was never a
thought given to obliterating them. But radical environmental groups pressured Congress to
create dam demolition policies. FERC jumped at the chance to expand its control and
demanded evaluations of dams as they come up for re-licensing.
Terminating dams is really just a capricious experiment fraught with unknown consequences. It
would is more reasonable to weigh the cost of upgrades and repairs against benefits of aging
dams instead of bowing to environmental extremists who are pushing UN Agenda 21 & the
decline of America.
Solutions
Farmers and property owners have been shouldering the responsibility of fighting against dam
radicals, but the size and scope of the destruction is increasing the threat to all people. The
most effective solution is for an awakening of the masses to Agenda 21 Sustainable
Development in order to pressure government to stop following UN poicies and end Agenda 21.
Additional Resources
Activism plan for influencing dam relicensing (includes information about the East Coast) by
Carol LaGrasse:
http://prfamerica.org/1998/LandForDams.html
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The origin and intent of the Endangered Species Act:

Other articles about electricity by Cassandra Anderson:
http://morphcity.com/home/105-national-energy-policy-the-cheney-law-massacre
http://morphcity.com/home/104-smart-meter-slavery
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